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The EFCI – European Cleaning and Facility Services Industry, federation of the European national associations

of the cleaning and facility services sector, is organising its 11th Conference. Following the developments of

the COVID-19 pandemic, the EFCI has decided to organise an online week of seminars that will tackle the

impact of COVID-19 on the industry and the challenges ahead, regarding Europe’s recovery plans, the new

world of work, the greening of cleaning services and the main innovation trends for the sector.

The Conference will be attended by relevant representatives from the European Institutions and EFCI’s

stakeholders, as well as from the sector itself. It also intends at becoming a platform for the EFCI to

introduce its stakeholders to the developments and challenges of the sector in a crucial year at the

European political level. While some seminars will be reserved to EFCI Members and their respective

company members, others will be open to the general public. The online format will enhance the attendance

by experts from cleaning companies, suppliers and policymakers from across Europe. Further, the event will

be widely disseminated by the EFCI (through its website, internal and external newsletters, Twitter and

LinkedIn accounts) and its members across Europe.

EFCI’s online conference week is open for sponsorship opportunities, both to support the event and get

visibility at a meeting point for the industry:

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

GOLDEN SPONSOR SILVER SPONSOR BRONZE SPONSOR

4000 € 2500 € 1500 €

Big logo in all Conference material

(website, conference newsletters and 

online dissemination materials, 

mentions by moderators)

1 speaker in a relevant panel

Medium logo in all Conference 

material (website, conference 

newsletters and online dissemination 

materials, mentions by moderators)

Small logo in all Conference 

material (website, conference 

newsletters and online dissemination 

materials, mentions by moderators)

If you are interested in sponsoring the EFCI Conference, please contact EFCI’s Secretariat at secretariat@efci.eu .

mailto:secretariat@efci.eu

